




















PANEL  2

Andri Michael
Partner at Kinanis LLC
Andri Michael is a lawyer, partner at Kinanis LLC. She has joined the 
firm in 2005 and her main areas of practice, for over 10 years, included 
corporate law, banking and finance, funds and capital markets. 

Taking Advantage of the Technology and best startup Hubs in Europe

For the past few years, Andri has been leading the Financial Services and Funds department of Kinanis 
LLC focusing mainly on legal advisory, formation and regulatory compliance for collective investment 
structures and other licensed entities.  She also specialises on legal advice and support for interna-
tional clients for listings on capital markets as well as on legal consulting for blockchain matters.

Andri holds an Undergraduate (LL. B) and Postgraduate Degree in Law (LL.M) from the University of Southampton, UK and was admitted to 
the Cyprus Bar Association in 2004. She is also a holder of a Professional Certificate of the University of Nicosia, Cyprus on Blockchain 
Law, Regulation and Policy and a holder of the advanced diploma of the Cyprus Securities and Exchange Commission. Andri is also an 
active member of the Technology Committee of the Cyprus Bar Association and member of the Board of Directors of the Cyprus Blockchain 
Technologies.
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What if you were able to  
move at the speed of trust?
Find out how EY Cyprus can help your organization 
realize new opportunities through a connected 
approach to transformation.

Reframe your future | ey.com/cy/reframecyprus







Spector Constant & Williams is a 
dynamic and commercially-minded 

law firm.

Our service areas include 
Real Estate, Dispute Resolution, 

Banking & Finance and 
Company & Commercial.

scwlegal.co.uk



+357 22427230 www.cyfield360.comsales@cyfieldgroup.com @360nicosia















Protopapas LLP   T: +44(0) 207 6362100 
Queens House   F: +44(0) 207 6362101 
180 Tottenham Court Road  E: enquiries@protopapas.co.uk 
London 
W1T 7PD   www.protolaw.co.uk   
DX: 134203 London (TCR2)  
 

 

  

 

 

 

 
CENTRAL LONDON LAWYERS SERVING CLIENTS 

FROM CYPRUS, GREECE, THE UNITED KINGDOM & 

MANY OTHER COUNTRIES FOR 30 YEARS 

CONTACT US FOR ALL YOUR LEGAL WORK IN THE UK 

chrysanthos@protopapas.co.uk | Tel: 0044 207 636 2100 

~ 
 

 

REAL ESTATE 

CIVIL & COMMERCIAL LITIGATION 

PROPERTY LITIGATION 

BUSINESS & COMMERCIAL 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

PRIVATE CLIENT, WILLS & PROBATE 

ESTATE & PROPERTY ASSET PLANNING  

FAMILY & MATRIMONIAL 

EMPLOYMENT 

 

www.protolaw.co.uk 

0044 207 636 2100 

Small enough to care 
Big enough to cope 

 

 

 

Solicitors 

mailto:chrysanthos@protopapas.co.uk








a l e x a n d e r l aw s o n . c om

LPA Recoveries  

Agency  

Asset Management

Development/Investment 

Valuation 

Landlord & Tenant

ALEXANDER LAWSON SURVEYORS







Domenica Group is a family owned business, founded

in 1961 as a building construction company and

evolved into one of the largest development groups in

Pafos. With hundreds of private and public projects in

our portfolio and thousands of satisfied customers, we

are proud of our reputation for integrity, ethical

business and professionalism.

Our Group has a wide range of properties to suit every

taste, style and location, while each property is

finished and delivered to the highest quality standards

and specifications. Our commitment to our clients is to

excel and to earn their trust through our personal

approach and by delivering everything we promise. At

Domenica Group, we measure our success by the

number of happy faces surrounding us!

ABOUT US

 t. +357 26 600 700 f.+357 26 600 777

Free Phone (for Cyprus): 80 00 80 10 info@domenicagroup.com

1 Tombs of the Kings, Kato Paphos, Cyprus , 8066, Pafos Cyprus



 
info@domenicagroup.com

www.domenicagroup.com

 t. +357 26 600 700 f.+357 26 600 777

Free Phone (for Cyprus): 80 00 80 10

 

Y O U R  D R E A M  H O M E  I N  C Y P R U S









We aim to provide excellent service in a 
professional manner and of the highest 
standards to our clients, both local and 
international. 

We aim to act as one-stop-shop for our 
clients providing them a full range of 
services. The boutique nature of our firm 
ensures that the clients enjoy personalized 
attention. Through our participation in the 
international network of associates
IR GLOBAL we provide solutions to
corporate and individual clients worldwide.
Our objective is to assist our clients to 
achieve their goals.

A.ZEMENIDES & CO LTD
is a boutique firm of auditors, accountants, 
tax consultants and business advisors based 
in Limassol, Cyprus. 













 

Christiana Aristidou LLC is a newly formed hybrid 
SmartLaw-Technology firm focusing on business 
and technology law, advanced and emerging 
technologies, science, advanced research, 
development and innovation. We assist clients  
in responding to the increasing need of digital 
transformation, navigating successfully disruptive 
technological change, new legal frameworks,  
law and regulation, and adopting to new legal 
and regulatory infrastructures.

Established by Christiana Aristidou, a former partner
of a 50-year legacy medium-sized family law firm, our hybrid  
law-tech firm deals with the most rarefied and complex legal work 
and represents a “global-go-to” hub on all aspects of business law 
such as corporate, banking, finance, mergers and acquisitions, 
commercial, intellectual property, investments, securities, 
private equity, venture capital, consumer, contract, media, 
telecommunications and technologies including and not limited 
to blockchain, AI (machine learning, NLP), IoT, smart robotics and 
cobots, digital platforms, drones and unmanned aerial vehicles, 
wearables and augmented humans, big data and augmented 
analytics, 3D printing, mobile, mobile internet, intelligent 
spaces and smart places, autonomous vehicles, mixed reality VR/AR, 
wireless power, quantum computing, cloud and edge computing, 
cybersecurity and resilience. 

Leveraging the exceptional and evidenced experience
of its leading partner and building on its team’s diverse backgrounds, 
focused legal and technology knowledge and global industry 
expertise and experience, Christiana Aristidou LLC aims to pave 
the way towards technological development and innovation in the 
legal industry and take the lead in advising on and working with 
clients in the industries of the future, remaining at all times attentive 
to the growing legal needs of the global business market. Towards 
this direction, we are currently pioneering a radically different legal 
service model!    

Expertise 
is encoded 
in our dna



We focus and concentrate 
on what really matters: our clients. 
It is therefore, of utmost importance 
to share with you that, our fees  
and payment arrangements remain 
flexible and competitive.  
Most importantly we have leveraged 
advanced technology to become 
fully transformed into a digital 
business, with automated processes 
and systems and reduced our 
costs and expenses. We remain 
adoptable, efficient and rapid  
while at the same time offer the 
most competitive fee arrangements  
and schemes.

In case you wish to implement 
or pursue a new business 
idea or project, please 
do not hesitate to contact 
us;  we would be delighted 
to immediately assist 
you to start  the prompt 
implementation of  your 
project. At the same t ime, 
we are at  your disposal  to 
offer  our services to ensure 
the successful  and seamless 
continuity of  your business.

Please, k indly f ind below a non-exhaust ive l ist 
of  indicat ive services, solut ions and products 
that  we can provide:

• Corporate services, formation and management of companies, 
private and public, preparation of intercompany agreements, 
advising on corporate structure, formation of all body corporates, 
including NGO; 

• Fiduciary, management and administration services to corporations, 
directorial, secretarial and registered office services, handling of 
day-to-day management of corporate administration, comprehensive 
corporate record keeping, opening of bank accounts;  

• Mergers and acquisitions, divisions, and takeovers, schemes 
and plans of arrangements for profit and non-profit organisations, 
handling the whole process, from negotiating to implementing 
complex schemes of arrangement, ensuring that all relevant tax 
benefits afforded by Cyprus law are obtained;

• Negotiating, drafting and advising on commercial transactions 
and deals and information technology agreements; 

• Registration, protection, management and commercialization/
exploitation of Intellectual Property (including patents, copyright, 
trademarks), as they pertain to many industries, including the 
creative industry. We specialize in advising on the protection and 
exploitation of proprietary rights that arise in software. Further 
and very importantly we can advise in relation to Cyprus Intellectual 
Property incentives (IP Box) and prepare/structure relevant plans 
(involving, for example, IP holding companies) in order to allow our 
clients to fully enjoy the tax incentives offered by Cyprus in relation 
to Intellectual Property rights.  
We have strong expertise and experience in drafting legal opinions 
and objections to the Tax Commissioner, supported  
by our winning history;

• Specialized Services and innovative solutions to start-up 
businesses; Offering of package services exclusively designed 
for startup businesses;

• Legalization of website: preparation of all necessary terms 
and conditions, notes and documents included in websites, such as 
privacy policy, disclaimers, etc.;

• Advising on the creation and legalization of mobile applications; 
drafting of all relevant documents and user agreements;

• Advising on legal and regulatory compliance in relation 
to data protection, anti-money laundering, consumer law and 
other potentially applicable regimes to various business models; 



• Advising on financial services: investment, securities legal 
frameworks and other CySEC-related services. Our legal services 
in the area cover advising, ensuring compliance with and carrying 
out all relevant legal work for services, regulations and laws under 
Cyprus Securities and Exchange Commission (CySEC) competence 
and authority, including investment, market abuse and securities 
(transparency and prospectus laws)  regulations. We offer specialized 
services in respect of all aspects of securitisation, securities and 
derivatives (such as CFD) and we advise licensed investment 
services companies, collective investment funds, fund management 
companies, and brokers within the regulatory remit of CySEC.Within 
the context of CySEC, we serve public companies in becoming listed 
to, and complying with the rules of, the markets of the Cyprus Stock 
Exchange (CSE), and we particularly support small and emerging 
companies in relation to the Emerging Companies Market of the CSE.   

• Advising on financial services related to banking and 
payments, under the supervisory ambit of the Central Bank 
of Cyprus. We offer services to payment institutions, electronic 
money institutions and commercial banks, opining on relevant laws 
and regulations, circulars supplementing or clarifying the regulatory 
framework, rules, and the legal obligations emerging thereof, for 
the supervised entities. We are especially focused on the impact of 
new technology-inducing regulatory frameworks, involving opening 
banking, payments innovation, electronic signatures. 

• Finance/financing, business funding preparation of funding 
rounds and drafting of fundraising documentation for both more 
conventional and traditional financing means (private stock selling, 
stock exchange fund raising) and other innovative and emerging 
financing methods (blockchain-based fund-raising, crowdsourcing etc);

• Financial technology (fintech) resulting from our expertise 
in financial services combined with our specialized knowledge in 
technology. We specialize in the area of Fintech, while supporting 
decentralized finance (DeFi), accommodating the needs of 
businesses integrating advanced and disruptive technology to 
their financial business and activities, leveraging open banking, 
innovation in payments, cryptocurrencies, crypto-exchanges;

• Technology: Legal support to innovative projects, business 
models and digital platforms leveraging disruptive technologies 
(such as blockchain, artificial intelligence, machine learning, internet 
of things, smart robotics and cobots, digital platforms, drones and 
unmanned aerial vehicles, wearables and augmented humans, big 
data and augmented analytics, 3D printing, mobile, mobile internet, 
intelligent spaces and smart places, autonomous vehicles, mixed 
reality VR/AR, wireless power, quantum computing, cloud and edge 
computing, cybersecurity and resilience). 



 

• Blockchain-enabled, DLT-enabled projects and other 
innovative projects: general legal advice on the project/tokens 
involved, preparation/review of documentation (depending on 
the type of recipients involved) including white paper, light paper, 
pitch deck, investor presentation, one pager, written legal opinions, 
drafting and preparing the legal aspect of business plans and 
proposals to help attract investment; 

• Blockchain-based fundraising, including ICO, STO, IEO; 
drafting of legal opinions to financial authorities, exchanges 
and crypto-exchanges;

• Legal support towards the digital transformation of businesses 
(legal opinions, advice on legal and regulatory compliance);  

• Drafting and reviewing of independent legal opinions, opinion 
letters and advising on the management of legal risks associated 
and/or connected to any of the services, industries and areas 
described above; 

• Gaming: Advising on the creation and ensuring compliance 
of internet/mobile games; drafting of all relevant documents 
and agreements;

• Betting and Gambling: Advising in relation to licensing 
applications and licensing renewals; drafting of all relevant 
documents and agreements.

We deeply love what we do and we are at  your 
disposal  to serve you in the most professional , 
attentive and di l igent manner. 

Disclaimer: 

This guide has been prepared as a general 
guide and for information purposes only. 
It is not a substitution for professional 
advice. Christiana Aristidou LLC accepts 
no responsibility or liability for any action 
or omission on your part in reliance 
or further to anything contained in, 
or under this guide.  

Your downloading and/or viewing 
and/or using this guide does not, may 
not and should not be taken to establish 
any client-lawyer relationship between you 
and Christiana Aristidou LLC. 
For the avoidance of doubt, to become 
a client, you must formally and/or expressly 
engage Christiana Aristidou LLC.  

All intellectual property rights in or arising  
out of or in connection with this guide 
shall be owned by Christiana Aristidou 
LLC. You are not entitled to copy, 
reproduce, sell, distribute, publish, display,  
perform, modify, create derivative works, 
transmit or in any way exploit this guide  
or any part thereof.

80, Griva Digeni Avenue, Swepco Court 6 
 2nd Floor, 3101 Limassol, Cyprus  
t. (+357) 25 262699   
e. contact@christianaaristidou.com  
www.christianaaristidou.com



Sending money overseas
Receive the personal service and support you deserve.



T H E H A S S L E - F R E E W A Y T O M A K E I N T E R N A T I O N A L P A Y M E N T S

The Hassle-Free way  
to Make International  
Payments

Whatever the amount and wherever you need to  

send it, we know that sending money overseas  

can be daunting. That’s why we provide you with a  

dedicated account manager you can speak with at  

every stage of the process.

Simple. Safe. Secure.

Sending money abroad couldn’t be made any simpler, or any more secure:

Transfer your
funds around
the world

Speak with an  
International  
Payment Expert

Sign up for  
an account



LowCost FX | International Payment Experts

I have used LowCost FX many times over  
the last few years and have always found  
the service to be extremely professional  
with fair rates of exchange. I will continue  
to use them and highly recommend them  
to others considering an alternative to  
the bank.

Mrs JWalker



Lowcostfx.co.uk

People.
Not just numbers.

As a service led, data driven business, we take the time to understand  

our clients and to understand their needs. If you need to send money  

overseas, our dedicated team of International Payment Experts are here  

to answer your questions and guide you through the process.

Speak with an International Payment Experttoday:

London Office: +44 (0) 20 7444 0000

Cyprus Office: +357 24 022 461

email: info@lowcostfx.com



• UK Company Formation
• UK Representation Services
• Bank Account Opening 
  & Management
• VAT Representation & Reporting
• Accounting & Auditing 
• Management Accounts
• Personal Tax Advisory and 
   Compliance Services
• International Corporate 
   Tax Advisory & Compliance 
    Services
• Discussion and Agreement of 
  Tax A�airs with Tax Authorities 
• Payroll Services 

• Social Media Marketing 

• Website Development

• Branding

• E-Commerce 

• Content Writing 

• SEO Services

• Media Planning & Buying

• Graphic Design

• Corporate & Commercial Law

• Admiralty, Shipping & Transport

• Personal Data Protection 
   and Security

• Insolvency

• Real Estate Services

• Immigration & Citizenship

• Intellectual Property

• Employment & 
   Substance Solutions

• Personal Injury Claims

• Administrative & 
   Secreterial Services 

• Private O�ces

• Shared O�ces

• Conference Rooms

• Bills & Expenses

• Virtual O�ces

• Permanent Deskstations 

• Mail & Courier Services

• Technical Facilities
 
 

www.exsusglobal.com

• UAE Company Formation
• DMCC
• RAKICC
• Mainland
• VAT Registration & Return Filing
• Accounting & Audit of UAE 
  Company
• RAKEZ
• Other Free Zone Formation
Other
• UAE Banking Services
• Estate Services
• Residency Services
• O�ce Service Set-up

• Property Consultancy – 
   Finding the right Investment
• Finding properties for Rental 
   Investment
• Legal Conveyancing
• Rentals
• Auctions – Purchasing Properties
• Development – 
   Sites with planning permission
• Development – 
   Sites without planning permission 

• Support International Clients in 
   Operations and Administration.

• Participation in International 
   Networks, Associations and 
  Alliances - United Tax Network, 
  Society of Trust & Estate 
  Practitioners 

• Develop Global Network 
   of Quality Driven Members

• Provide Platform for Engagement 
   Focused Cooperation between 
   Member Firms

• Accounting 
• VAT Reporting 
• Management Accounts
• Payroll Services
• Personal & Corporate Tax
• Personal Tax Advisory and 
   Compliance Services
• Tax Disputes
•Discussion and Agreement of 
 Tax A�airs with Tax Authorities

Corporate
• Worldwide Company
   Formation & Administration
• Representation Services
• Virtual O�ce Services
• Registered O�ce and Services
• International Corporate 
 Tax Advisory & Compliance
  Services 

Banking
• Worldwide Banking Solutions
• Bank Account Management 

Trust Audit Legal Dubai International

Digital O�ices Property Investments
UK | UAE | Cyprus

UK



 

 

 

PELAGHIAS, CHRISTODOULOU, VRACHAS LLC 

 

WHO WE ARE 

Our firm, Pelaghias, Christodoulou, Vrachas LLC, is one of the most established and 

oldest law firms in Cyprus. We strive for excellence in reaching quality taking our 

clients objectives personally and aiming to build strong and long – lasting 

relationships. We consolidate a profound, multi-faceted knowledge of the law with a 

strong sense of professionalism in delivering results through our powerful team of 

lawyers. 

Our law firm was founded in 1920 by John G. Pelaghias and originally operated in 

Limassol. In 1950 his son George J. Pelaghias relocated the law firm to Nicosia, where 

it has been operated since then.  

In 1984, Alexandra Pelaghias – Christodoulou joined her father and subsequently 

became partner in the law firm. In 1992, our law firm grew further when Petros Fr. 

Vrachas joined the firm which was then reorganised and later renamed to PELAGHIAS, 

CHRISTODOULOU, VRACHAS LLC. 

 

WHAT WE DO 

We aim to lead in each practice area of law we work in. Our clients range from 

multinational corporations to privately owned companies and individuals from 

different jurisdictions. Our focus is to concentrate on each client’s specific 

requirements and objectives to provide legal solutions tailored to their needs. 

The quality of our services has long been acknowledged and recognised by our clients 

on both domestic and global level. Establishing our commitment to the wider 

community at large, we take pro bono work and offer the same level of service to 

clients who find themselves in particularly challenging situations. Through this 

procedure, we gain priceless experiences and job satisfaction, making us stronger and 

progressively cultivated leaders in our respective practice areas. Our highly qualified 

and experienced lawyers offer their services across all major areas of law, including 

corporate & commercial, litigation, investment funds and financial services, banking 

& finance, energy, real estate, mergers and acquisitions, competition, immigration, 

tax, insurance, administration, public procurement, employment as well as 

intellectual property and data protection. 





 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SUSPENSION OF PUBLIC ACCESS TO UBO 
REGISTERS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2022 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Andrea Ioakim 

Counsel – Legal Department



SUSPENSION OF PUBLIC ACCESS TO UBO REGISTERS 

On 22 November 2022, the European Court of Justice (the “ECJ”), ruled that the provision 
included in the Directive 2018/843 (the “5th AML Directive”) under which Member States must 
ensure that the information on the beneficial ownership of companies incorporated within their 
jurisdiction should be accessible in all cases to any member of the public, is invalid.  

The judgement of the ECJ mainly focused on the right of access to the beneficial owners’ 
registers to the public and stressed that such right seriously interferes with the fundamental 
rights to respect for private life and to the protection of personal data in accordance with the 
EU Charter of Fundamental Rights and in particular Articles 7 and 8 of the said Charter.  

According to the ECJ, such interference is not limited to what is strictly necessary and is not 
proportionate to the objective aimed.  

The ECJ went on to state that the information made available to the public enables a potentially 
unlimited number of persons to find out about the material and financial situation of a beneficial 
owner. 

Furthermore, the potential consequences for the beneficiaries resulting from possible abuse 

of their personal data are worsen by the fact that, once those data have been made available 

to the general public, they can be freely consulted, but also kept and spread out. 

As an immediate reaction to the above decision of the ECJ, certain Members States and in 

particular Luxemburg and the Netherlands, have suspended public access to their UBO 

Registers. 

 

 
CYPRUS POSITION 

The Department of Registrar of Companies and Intellectual Property (the “RoC”) in its turn, 

announced on the 28th of November 2022 that, following the Judgement of the ECJ, access 

to the Register of Beneficial Owners for the general public is suspended as of the 23rd of 

November 2022. 

 

The relevant information to the competent and supervisory authorities as referred in the 

relevant Directive, will continue to be provided with the applicable procedure.  

  



SUSPENSION OF PUBLIC ACCESS TO UBO REGISTERS 

Obliged entities (as defined in the Cypriot AML Law), which among others include lawyers, 

independent legal consultants, administrative service providers providing fiduciary services 

(nominee directors, nominee shareholders etc) banks, auditors, tax consultants etc., can 

request the Registrar of Companies to provide them with such information in the context of 

performing customer due diligence, for example when onboarding a client. The said obliged 

entities, in order to obtain such information, will need to submit a declaration to the 

Registrar of companies, confirming that the reason for requesting this information is for 

compliance with their legal obligation to perform due diligence on their clients/beneficial 

owners in accordance with the requirements of the law. The declaration will in turn be 

examined by the Registrar of Companies who will decide whether to disclose or not the said 

information. In essence, the request for the provision of such a declaration by the obliged 

entities, ensures an additional level of protection of the data, ensuring that these are released 

only to those who are legally allowed to have access to it.   

 

The RoC further clarified that the obligation of companies and partnerships to submit and 

update their Beneficial Owners information is not affected and remains valid. 

 

CONCLUSSION 

 

In effect, the information as to Beneficial Owners will continue to be recorded to the Registrar 

of Companies BUT the information will not be accessible to the general public as it was used 

to be until now.  

 

The information will only be accessible without any restrictions to the competent and 

supervisory authorities, the Unit for Combating Money Laundering (MOKAS), the Customs and 

Excise Department, the Tax Department and the Police.  

 

 

November 2022 

 

 

 

 

 



SUSPENSION OF PUBLIC ACCESS TO UBO REGISTERS 

DISCLAIMER 

 

This publication has been prepared as a general guide and for information purposes only. 

It is not a substitution for professional advice. One must not rely on it without receiving 

independent advice based on the particular facts of his/her own case.  No responsibility 

can be accepted by the author or the publishers for any loss occasioned by acting or 

refraining from acting on the basis of this publication. 

 

 

Author 

 

Andrea Ioakim 

Counsel – Legal Department  

Legal@kinanis.com  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



SUSPENSION OF PUBLIC ACCESS TO UBO REGISTERS 

OUR FIRM 

We are a Law Firm with offices in Cyprus consisting of more than 50 lawyers, accountants and 

other professionals, consulting international and local clients. 

The Firm and its predecessors offer to their clients legal and advisory services since 1983. The 

Firm gradually evolved over the years, from one traditional law Firm into an innovative 

pioneering Law Firm that combines exceptional expertise in corporate law, trusts, taxation, 

VAT, accounting, litigation, financial services, labour law, migration and technology. 

Since its establishment, the focus of the Firm has been largely oriented towards corporate 

businesses and always compatible with the latest global developments and innovations. 

Drawing from the team of our experienced professionals, we provide to the clients' businesses 

our full legal, tax and accounting support on a daily basis as well as tailored solutions to 

today's global economic and legal challenges. Our Firm is constantly harmonizing and 

adapting to technological developments by providing a corresponding support to its 

customers. 

It is our policy to anticipate and prevent any issues that may arise and impact our clients' 

businesses and offer effective advice, timely and proactive solutions.  

 

We participate in the operations of our customers and have as our vision and pride to become 

part of their story having as flag, the motto "...Being part of their story is our pride..." 

 

 

Kinanis LLC 
Lawyers’ Limited Liability Company 
Egypt 12, 1097 – Nicosia 
Tel: 22 558 888 – Fax: 22 662 500 
E-mail: KinanisLLC@kinanis.com 
Website: www.kinanis.com 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
is the service mark through which Kinanis LLC and their affiliated companies are conducting their business and 
offer their services. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chambersfield Economides Kranos is an International Law firm that 
offers legal, corporate, and fiduciary services in more than 21 
countries. As a company, we undertake a comprehensive range of 
complex disputes and business cases that fall within the scope of 
litigation. 

As a firm, we value Customer Relationships, Innovation, 
Loyalty, Trust, Commitment, Integrity, and Teamwork. Those 
fundamental principles govern our team and describe our 
positive long-term relationships with our customers. 

 OUR KEY OBJECTIVES ARE TO: 

▪ Offer to our client's outstanding legal representation, which 
exceeds their expectations. 

▪ Recognize and resolve problems before they appear. 
▪ Finding solutions to complicated issues for our clients. 
▪ Ensure that relationships are governed by mutual respect. 
▪ Focus upon each client's requirements, having an in-depth 

understanding of their requests, business activities, and market 
forces as a prerequisite. 

▪ Combine legal experience and international industry 
knowledge with the highest level of reliability and provide the 
most excellent cutting-edge solution to each project. 

As one of the leading boutique real estate players, we offer this latest key-
ready residential property to individuals and companies that wish to acquire 
an exquisite standard of lifestyle or a high return on their investment. Our 
company's philosophy is to construct high-quality properties in privileged 
locations with timeless features. Our overall design is sophisticated and 
aesthetic, incorporating the highest standard of luxury, quality, technology, 
exquisite elegance, and contemporary design.  
 
At Winstonfield Residences, we offer luxury apartments with multiple 
access control systems located in one of Limassol's most prestigious areas, 
in the coastal area of Dasoudi, just 150 meters from the sea. 
 
In our very private complex, there are only nine (9) luxury units, which 
include apartments with two (2), three (3) bedrooms, as well as chic and 
spacious penthouses.  Each apartment combines elegance, luxury, comfort, 
and quality harmoniously.  The two penthouses, located on the top floor of 
the complex, are unique and have exclusive and private access to a rooftop 
garden, swimming pool, as well as a panoramic view of downtown. 
 

Winstonfield Developers presents Winstonfield Residences - a five-star, luxury boutique residence with secure gated access 
in Limassol, Cyprus. 

Οur experienced team of attorneys undertakes a 
comprehensive range of complex legal disputes 
and business cases that fall within the scope of: 





 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Independent advisory 

services across the UK 

and Cyprus 

 
With both a Cyprus desk in the UK and a team of highly 

experienced advisors in Cyprus we are able to provide UK, 

Cypriot and International businesses with the right support 

wherever they need it. 

 

We are proud to be members of the Great Britain-Cyprus 

Business Association as part of our commitment to supporting 

those businesses during what it is a challenging time for many. 

 

For more information on our Cyprus team visit 

www.quantumacyprus.com. 

 

For more information on our UK team visit 

www.quantuma.com. 













Pafilia is the largest privately owned residential 
developer in Cyprus, dedicated to delivering the best in 

concept, design, quality and service. Pafilia offers a 
diverse and innovative portfolio of property types 

and styles, all built to the highest standards.

Creating World-Class 
Lifestyle Destinations

C Y P R U S  A N D  G R E E C E  P R O P E R T Y  D E V E L O P E R S  

Beachside Villas
From €615,500 + Vat

Domus
Townhouses & Apartments

From €247,500 + Vat

Iliso Suites | Athens, Greece
Apartments

From €302,100 (VAT free)

Minthis Lifestyle Resort
Suites / Vi l las / Residences

From €796,500 + Vat

Coral Vista
Vil las

From €460,000 +Vat

 T.  (+357) 99 381 684. E.  b.winter@pafi l ia.com
www.pafi l ia.com, www.onelimassol.com, www.minthisresort.com

YEARS 
EXPERIENCE

45 
PROJECTS IN 
THE MARKET 

30+ 
AWARD WINNING
DEVELOPMENTS

56 
TITLE DEEDS 
ISSUED SINCE 2016

1000+
RESIDENCY IN CYPRUS 
AND GREECE  

PERMANENT

Ready properties and off-plan developments for lifestyle or investment

Click here to f ind out more.

www.pafilia.com
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THE CREMATION LAW IN CYPRUS 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The introduction of the Cremation Law in Cyprus is an important and long-awaited legal 

development.   Despite the fact that the Law came into force in 2019, the process of 

cremation in Cyprus was not rendered possible considering the lack of a licenced 

crematorium on the island. However, the Ministry of Internal Affairs gave the green light 

and Cyprus’ first crematorium is expected to open its doors by 2024. As at today, Cyprus 

is among the 2 EU member countries that remain without a crematorium.  

 

Fortunately, the inapplicability of the Law despite its enforceability is coming to an end, 

following the abovementioned development. Such change, would not only enable the 

Cypriot citizens / residents to exercise their right to be cremated in Cyprus, but also, the 

possibility of establishing a licenced crematorium is likely to draw prospective investors 

and enhance the economic landscape of Cyprus.  

 

THE LEGISLATION AND ITS PROVISIONS 

 

The Law includes various provisions aiming to serve as guidance to the public regarding 

the process of cremation including: 

 

• the conditions for a lawful cremation; 

• details as to the application process; and 

• licencing for the establishment of a crematorium. 

 

LICENSING OF THE OPERATION OF CREMATION CENTERS 

 

Part V of the Law sets out in details the conditions under which a crematorium may acquire 

its license, including the relevant documentation that needs to be submitted during the 

application process.  

 

More specifically, in order to establish a cremation centre (crematorium), the relevant 

licence needs to be obtained by the competent authority (defined as the Minister and 

includes any officer of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, authorized by the Minister to act as 

a competent authority under the provisions of this Law), following the relevant application 
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form (as provided by the Appendix I of the Law) as well as supporting documentation 

including:  

1. Copies of the urban planning permit and/or building permit and the relevant 

certificate of final approval of the building of the incineration centre 

2. a copy of the gaseous waste emission permit issued pursuant to the provisions of 

the Atmospheric Pollution Control Law, as amended or replaced from time to time; 

3. a copy of the fire safety certificate issued by the director of the Fire Service; 

4. study and description of existing or planned mechanical equipment and facilities; 

5. a list of the staff employed or to be employed at the centre. 

It is also worthwhile mentioning that: 

• Applications are examined within 6 months, starting from the date of submission 

of all the documents. The fee for submission of the application is EURO 100.00 

(One hundred). 

• During the examination of the application, the Minister, may, in addition to the 

abovementioned, request the presentation of any other element or information that 

the authority deems necessary to complete the study of the application. 

• The operating license, once the application is approved, is issued upon payment of 

the relevant fee EURO 10.00 (ten) and is posted in a prominent part of the 

incineration center building.  

• The licence is valid for 2 years from the date of its issuance and may be renewed 

for further two-year periods, upon submission of a renewal application and issuance 

of a relevant certificate respectively, against payment of the relevant fee of EURO 

80.00 (eighty) for the application and EURO 10.00 (ten) for the issuance of the 

certificate, unless the validity of the license has been previously cancelled or 

suspended for any reason which continues to exist. 

 

It is important to note that in order for the urban planning permit and/or building permit 

to be issued and therefore be considered as a supporting document in the application for 

obtaining the licence, the architectural drawings of the crematorium need to comply with 

all the requirements and specifications for cremation centres as stated within APPENDIX 

III of the Law, which sets out the dimensions of the specific rooms, the facilities, as well 

as the facility security requirements.  
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CONCLUSION 

 

The enforcement of the Cremation Law is viewed as a promising development as it expands 

the spectrum of investment possibilities to prospective businessmen and enables them to 

become pioneers in a nish sector of the Cyprus Economy.    

 

HOW OUR FIRM CAN ASSIST  

 

Our Law Firm can be of assistance to potential investors by providing the relevant advice 

as to how such project can be implemented, submitting the relevant applications in 

accordance with the legal framework in place as well as establishing the most appropriate 

Cyprus vehicle to achieve this. 

 

DISCLAIMER 

 

This publication has been prepared as a general guide and for information purposes only. 

It is not a substitution for professional advice. One must not rely on it without receiving 

independent advice based on the particular facts of his/her own case.  No responsibility 

can be accepted by the author or the publishers for any loss occasioned by acting or 

refraining from acting on the basis of this publication. 

 

 

Author 

 

Mariza Apostolou 

Associate Lawyer – Legal Department  

Legal@kinanis.com  
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OUR FIRM 

We are a Law Firm with offices in Cyprus consisting of more than 50 lawyers, accountants and 

other professionals, consulting international and local clients. 

The Firm and its predecessors offer to their clients legal and advisory services since 1983. The 

Firm gradually evolved over the years, from one traditional law Firm into an innovative 

pioneering Law Firm that combines exceptional expertise in corporate law, trusts, taxation, 

VAT, accounting, litigation, financial services, labour law, migration and technology. 

Since its establishment, the focus of the Firm has been largely oriented towards corporate 

businesses and always compatible with the latest global developments and innovations. 

Drawing from the team of our experienced professionals, we provide to the clients' businesses 

our full legal, tax and accounting support on a daily basis as well as tailored solutions to 

today's global economic and legal challenges. Our Firm is constantly harmonizing and 

adapting to technological developments by providing a corresponding support to its 

customers. 

It is our policy to anticipate and prevent any issues that may arise and impact our clients' 

businesses and offer effective advice, timely and proactive solutions.  

 

We participate in the operations of our customers and have as our vision and pride to become 

part of their story having as flag, the motto "...Being part of their story is our pride..." 

 

 

Kinanis LLC 
Lawyers’ Limited Liability Company 
Egypt 12, 1097 – Nicosia 
Tel: 22 558 888 – Fax: 22 662 500 
E-mail: KinanisLLC@kinanis.com 
Website: www.kinanis.com 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
is the service mark through which Kinanis LLC and their affiliated companies are conducting their business and 
offer their services. 





What are the main types of business structures available in Cyprus?

Establishing a business in Cyprus: Why do it here?

1

One of the EU's most business-friendly environments is located in Cyprus. More specifically, Cyprus's
tax system has a number of exclusions and a 12.5% corporate tax rate. As a result, moving to or
starting a business in Cyprus is the best option for tax optimization.

In addition to its solid legal system, which is consistently modernized and updated, Cyprus is
enhancing and strengthening the foundations of its international business by providing investors with
a prime location to conduct business and strike the perfect balance between their personal and
working development.

Which major business structure options are there in Cyprus?
What are the most common business car types in Cyprus?
What functions does a Cyprus corporation serve?

The establishment of a Cyprus business is a matter that you are almost certainly already considering.
Moving your company to Cyprus is a quick, simple, and tax-efficient option to conduct business both
within the European Union and outside of it if you're thinking about expanding your business
worldwide.

The professionals at CX Financia have compiled the following in this article:

What are the main types of corporate vehicles in Cyprus?

The main types of corporate vehicles in Cyprus are:

1.     Cyprus holding/subsidiary company;
2.     Branch of foreign company;
3.     Sole proprietor;
4.     Partnership;
5.     Cyprus Trusts;
6.     Listed company in Cyprus Stock Exchange (“SCE”).
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Cyprus holding / subsidiary company

The most frequent kind of business entity employed by
investors and entrepreneurs in Cyprus is a private
company limited by shares, which has a distinct legal
personality. A single limited liability corporation can be
organized in countless ways, such as as a holding or
subsidiary business in a group structure. Cyprus
businesses have one of the lowest corporation tax rates
in the EU (12%) and may be qualified to take advantage of
other benefits, such as the latest "Fast Track Business
Activation Scheme," which is aimed at international non-
EU/EEA citizens.

A Cyprus corporation must adhere to specific
requirements, including keeping a registered office there,
appointing directors and secretaries, and paying an
annual fee to the Cyprus Registrar of Companies (the
"Registrar").

 Branch of an overseas company

A foreign business, or one that is not registered in Cyprus, is permitted to operate a "branch" there.
Unlike holding/subsidiary businesses incorporated in Cyprus, branches of foreign corporations are
essentially extensions of the parent organization and do not possess an independent legal identity.
Cyprus branch profits are taxed at the same rate (12.5%) as corporate profits. Transfers of profits or
funds to a foreign head office are not subject to additional tax withholding.

The establishment of a branch (place of business) in Cyprus requires an out-of-country company to
fulfill requirements similar to those for a company registered in Cyprus. These obligations include,
among other things, maintaining a location on the island (corresponding to the registered address of a
Cyprus company), having directors and a secretary, and paying an annual fee to the Registrar.

Sole proprietor

Physical person (individuals) that operate their business only for their own benefit are known as sole
owners. Even when they operate their firm under a trade name or another name, they are nonetheless
individually responsible for all of its debts and liabilities. Profits made by a sole proprietor are taxed as
income, not as corporations.

Cyprus features three different kinds of businesses:

The liability of members is agreed upon and members "guarantee" the amount for which they will be
liable in the event of liquidation in 
(a) companies limited by shares, where liability for shareholders is limited to their shares; 
(b) companies limited by guarantee; and 
(c) unlimited companies, where members' liability is unlimited.
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Partnership

Cyprus offers three different kinds of partnerships:

(a) General partnerships, in which all partners are liable for the debts and obligations of the
partnership equally and severally;
(b) limited partnerships, in which one partner (the general partner) is liable in full for all debts and
liabilities of the partnership, but the liability of the limited partner(s) is only limited to the amount of
their contribution; and

With the general partner having unlimited liability and the limited partner (sliability )'s being limited
to the amount of unpaid on their shares, the (c) partnership limited by shares, which was first
introduced in 2015, is comparable to a limited partnership.

One benefit of creating a partnership is that there are fewer expenses and formalities involved in
doing so. Another benefit is that maintaining and exiting a partnership is less expensive (depending
on the size and nature of the business activity the parties intend to carry out). On the other hand, a
couple of significant drawbacks of partnerships include the partners' unlimited liability and the
taxation of the partnership's income (partners are subject to the "income tax" regime). Larger and
more intricate structures frequently decide to use a Cyprus company to structure their business.

Cyprus Trusts

 Listed company in Cyprus Stock Exchange (“CSE”)

The English common law framework serves as the foundation
for the legislation governing trusts in Cyprus, which is made
up of a combination of equity laws and statutory
requirements. The trust's beneficiaries hold the beneficial
title, while the trustee holds the legal title. 

Although it is not required, some trust agreements choose to
name a protector in order to safeguard the trust's assets.
Cyprus International Trusts are used, among other things, for
corporate reorganization and tax planning. Taxes levied in
Cyprus are not applied to earnings and gains derived from
sources outside of Cyprus.

Public corporations are those that are listed on
the CSE. Companies have the choice to have more

exposure to finance by listing on the CSE.
Investing in the company's share capital from the

public or obtaining money through the sale of
bonds are a few of financing possibilities for

companies listed on the CSE.
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Group Financing Objectives
Possession of a variety of rights, such as intellectual property rights
Ship ownership and management
Cyprus-based investing companies
Alternative investment vehicles (e)
founding a foreign interest firm with the intention of growing its business in the EU.
Investing in large-scale projects and infrastructure, such as the oil and gas industry and the
renewable energy industries.

The most popular kind of corporate entity utilized by investors and businesspeople in Cyprus is a
Cyprus company. A company can be used to manage and operate any type of business successfully,
including:

What are the uses of a Cyprus company?

What is CX Financia able to do for you?

Our area of expertise is company establishment in
Cyprus. Our staff can assist you in choosing the ideal
corporate structure for you and your future (or
existing) business by establishing or moving your
company to Cyprus thanks to our years of experience in
the financial sector.

We provide a location for your registered office
address as well as advising services like director and
secretarial services.

Our experts can help you establish a physical presence
in Cyprus for tax purposes so that you may take
advantage of the country's low corporate tax rate.

The tax professionals at CX Financia can also provide you with guidance on tax-efficient solutions
that are specifically catered to your needs.

You can email us at info@cxfinancia.com if you need any help or have any additional queries.

cxfinancia.com

info@cxfinancia.com
+357 220529220

169 Athalassas Avenue, Strovolos 2025
Nicosia, Cyprus

https://www.linkedin.com/company/cx-financia
https://www.facebook.com/CXFinancia/
https://www.instagram.com/cxfinancia
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQqOvQOgKRvqUy2f-WNmjNA
https://twitter.com/financiacx


Let us boost your company's
operations using our exceptional

track record in the financial
services industry. We can assist

with you in a variety of areas,
including licensing, internal

auditing, and regulatory
compliance.

We have repeatedly helped our
clients open businesses and

bank accounts in addition to a
wide array of other associated

corporate, financial, and
administrative services. Allow us
to astonish you with our prompt
execution and attentive manner.
The efficiency of achieving your

goals has never been higher.

Our participation in your program
for the training and development of

your staff would be much
appreciated. Our team is made up
of skilled, government-approved
instructors with a wealth of real-
world expertise in the financial

services industry.

About Us:

Our Services

Working with clients to deliver financial and
corporate services that help them navigate
an ever-changing business world. Our
clientele ranges from established
enterprises to high-net-worth individuals
from all over the world.

Financial Services

Corporate Services

Trainings Services

cxfinancia.com

info@cxfinancia.com

+357 220529220

169 Athalassas Avenue, Strovolos 2025 Nicosia, Cyprus

https://www.linkedin.com/company/cx-financia
https://www.facebook.com/CXFinancia/
https://www.instagram.com/cxfinancia
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQqOvQOgKRvqUy2f-WNmjNA
https://twitter.com/financiacx








 
CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY FINANCIAL PLANNING 

 
It’s the most wonderful time of the year! 
 
Christmas holiday is the most joyful time for everyone, both children and us adults.  During this 
holiday season, we wish to show our love and affection to our family and friends. It is only natural to 
want to buy gifts for everyone and show your appreciation to those that matter the most. 
 
Planning early for your Christmas gifts and gatherings is required, if you want to keep your spending 
within budget. Draft a plan and be as precise as possible. 
 
For example, if you are planning to have friends over your house for Christmas eve then prepare 
your list of guests, your list of groceries, list of drinks.  If you want to cook roast lamp then you can 
have this in mind and check at your grocery store when lamp is sold at a fair price. You can do the 
same with drinks.  If you plan early in November you have plenty of time up front to get better prices 
at many items you will need. 
 
The same goes with your gift list. 
 
I would like to take this opportunity and suggest some alternative gift ideas for this Christmas 
Season since inflation has hit us hard on our financial planning this year: 
 
1)You can offer your time and services instead of buying something.  For example if you can offer for 
babysitting, a week’s dog walk, to fix something. 
2)You can collaborate with others to buy a gift for someone. 
3)You can offer something that will have an immediate impact on someone’s cash flow, such as a 
coupon for groceries, a year’s subscription somewhere, a gift voucher for dinner at a nice restaurant. 
 
Take time to organize your gift list. Search your loved ones needs and then wants.  Try to satisfy their 
need first and then their want. 
 
Above all, allow yourself to feel the sense of Christmas spirit.  
 
It’s all about love.  Show your love in any way you can. As often as you can. As strong as you can. 
 
Throwing money on unnecessary things does not mean you love someone more. 
 
Merry Christmas xoxoxo 

 
 

Ellada Palmyri 
Financial Wellness Coach 
Qualified Insurance Broker 
FLMI, MBA, BA Accounting 
 
Email: ellada@palmyri-insurances.com 
Tel.: +35799603199 

 
 

mailto:ellada@palmyri-insurances.com




www.blevinsfranks.com

Talk to the people who know
+357 26 023 100 Cyprus

+44 (0)207 389 8133 UK

cypaphos@blevinsfranks.com

Blevins Franks Wealth Management Limited (BFWML) is authorised and regulated by the Malta Financial Services Authority, registered number C 92917. Authorised to conduct investment services under the Investment Services Act 
and authorised to carry out insurance intermediary activities under the Insurance Distribution Act. Where advice is provided outside of Malta via the Insurance Distribution Directive or the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive II, the 
applicable regulatory system differs in some respects from that of Malta. BFWML also provides taxation advice; its tax advisers are fully qualified tax specialists. Blevins Franks Trustees Limited is authorised and regulated by the Malta 
Financial Services Authority for the administration of trusts, retirement schemes and companies. This promotion has been approved and issued by BFWML.

INTER NATIONAL TA X ADV ICE • IN V ESTMENTS • ESTATE PL ANNING • PENSIONS

Are you aware of all the tax benefits Cyprus 
offers? There is no capital gains tax on shares, 
company shareholdings and foreign property; 
interest can be tax free for 17 years; there is  
no inheritance tax, and foreign pensions are  
taxed favourably.

Blevins Franks has 45 years’ experience advising 
UK nationals in Europe, with an established office 
in Cyprus since 2002. We can help you with:

 � Tax planning to take full advantage of the   
 local regime

 � Inheritance planning for Cyprus and the UK

 � Investment portfolios to suit your objectives

 � Analysing the options for your pension funds

Moving to Cyprus?
Make the most of 
the tax benefits.
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Icame across the definition of Black 
Swan just before COVID-19 was 
declared a pandemic by the World 
Health Organization. The term describes 
an unpredictable or unforeseen event, 
which typically brings about extreme 

consequences. At the time, I thought to 
myself that the coronavirus was the textbook 
definition of the term, only to confirm it a 
couple of months down the road, as the virus 
raged across the world. Alas, COVID-19 had 
ticked all the boxes of it being a Black Swan 
event – to me, at least.
Did it take the world by surprise? Check.
Was it characterized by extreme rarity? Check.
Did it have a severe impact? Check.
Was it rationalized by hindsight that it was 
expected? Check.
Opinions vary across reputable authors, sci-
entists and journalists as to whether or not the 
pandemic was truly a Black Swan event but, 
irrespective of what one thought and another 
rejected, there was universal acceptance of the 
fact that COVID-19 had brought both uncer-
tainty and fear into our lives, changing the way 
we used to do things in the most fundamental 
manner. From the way we communicate to 
the way we interact with each other, and from 
how we shop to how we conduct business, the 
virus has attacked our modus operandi in the 
most basic, most intimate ways. The element of 
uncertainty that it has brought could not have 
been predicted, at least not to the degree it has 
manifested itself in our everyday lives and man-
nerisms. That is not to say, though, that it could 

not have been prevented.
I have said it before, and I will say it again, cat-
egorially and emphatically: we may be unable to 
predict an adverse event, whether this is a force 
majeure (act of God, such as an earthquake or 
a pandemic), or a man-made catastrophe (such 
as a terrorist attack or a world war) but we can 
certainly, most positively prevent the uncertainty 
that such an event carries, thus minimizing its 
negative repercussions. We can put in place 
procedures to hedge the risk that comes with 
such events, and we can see to it that our 
families and/or businesses are well protected 
and financially sheltered.
The name of the (protective) game is ‘insur-
ance’.
Let us go back to the beginning of the pandem-
ic, in early 2020. Back then, nobody thought 
that the virus would spread so quickly and that 
it would deliver such a catastrophic blow to 
virtually all economies around the world. Mil-
lions of jobs were lost, hundreds of thousands 
of shops were forced to close down and the 
health toll of the virus is still in the red. Uncer-
tainty still rages as fiercely as the virus itself.
Now, some of the people affected by the 
pandemic fortunately have both life and health 
insurance. These people know that they and 
their families are protected, in sunshine or rain, 
in better or worse circumstances. They know 
that they have effectively transferred the risks 
that life can send their way to the insurance 
company of their choice, and that the latter is 
now responsible for bearing that risk and any 
financial burdens that come with it. But, most 

importantly, they know that they have secured 
the future of their loved ones and that no 
adverse event, no catastrophe – no Black 
Swan – can hurt what and who they love 
the most. They know this indisputably and 
that’s precisely the reason that you will see 
them dancing in the rain, making their way 
through the storm. That’s what the right kind 
of insurance does for you: it buys you peace 
of mind; the type that shelters you from life’s 
adversities.
COVID-19 is still with us, and mankind is on 
the edge of its seat, eagerly waiting for a vac-
cine that will make the virus disappear. While 
what the future holds remains unknown, pick-
ing the right insurance now can see to it that 
any future Black Swans are turned into White 
Swans, risk-wise!

HOW BLACK SWANS 
CAN TURN INTO 
WHITE SWANS 
THROUGH INSURANCE

To see how EuroLife’s products can help you find turn Black Swans into White Swans, 
contact Stathis Stasis (Certified Financial & Insurance Advisor and MDRT Member) on 99531119 or by e-mail at s.stasis@icloud.com. 

For more information on a wide range of life planning options, visit his website: www.stathisstasis.com.

WE MAY BE UNABLE TO 
PREDICT AN ADVERSE EVENT, 
WHETHER THIS IS A FORCE 
MAJEURE OR A MAN-MADE 
CATASTROPHE BUT WE CAN 
CERTAINLY, MOST POSITIVELY 
PREVENT THE UNCERTAINTY 
THAT SUCH AN EVENT CARRIES, 
THUS MINIMIZING ITS NEGATIVE 
REPERCUSSIONS











 



Autumn Gardens     &
Anastasia Lodge

Daily activity
schedule 

Home-made 
cuisine 

Accommodation 
for couples

To find out more about our care homes in Southgate 
and Winchmore Hill please visit autumn-gardens.com 
or contact our friendly team on 020 8344 2600.

Private Care Homes and Day Care Services
Nursing, Dementia and Residential Care for Older People

Specialist 
care for your 
loved ones



Thank you to all our residents, families 
and friends, team and community for 

all your support this year. 
May your holidays be filled with warmth 
and cheer and may the year ahead 
bring you good luck and happiness.

autumn-gardens.com



ads 
consultancy 

consulting civil & structural engineers 
 
 

 
 

Consulting Structural Engineers specialising in Building Structures. We provide 

full structural engineering design services using the latest BIM technologies with 

experience ranging from historic listed buildings up to new build developments 

incorporating traditional as well as the latest construction techniques. 

 
 

130 East Barnet Road 

  
 
910 Christchurch Road 

New Barnet  Bournemouth 
Hertfordshire  BH7 6DL 
EN4 8RE  
Tel: (020) 8441 4123 
 

 Tel: (01202) 806099 
mail@adsconsultancy.com 
 

www.adsconsultancy.com 
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